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Vacuum alignment in technicolor theories: The technifermion sector
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We have carried out numerical studies of vacuum alignment in technicolor models of electroweak and flavor
symmetry breaking. The goal is to understand alignment implications for strong and weakCP nonconservation
in quark interactions. In this first part, we restrict our attention to the technifermion sector of simple models.
We find several interesting phenomena, including~1! the possibility that all observable phases in the techni-
fermions’ unitary vacuum-alignment matrix are integer multiples ofp/N8 where N8<N, the number of
technifermion doublets, and~2! the possibility of exceptionally light pseudo Goldstone technipions.

PACS number~s!: 12.60.Nz
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I. INTRODUCTION

One of the original motivations for the dynamical a
proach to electroweakand flavor symmetry breaking—
specifically, technicolor@1# and extended technicolor@2,3#—
was the belief that it would solve the problem of stro
CP–violation in QCD @4#. The idea was this: In a theor
consisting only of gauge interactions ofmasslessfermions,
instanton angles such asuQCD may be freely rotated to zero
Purely dynamical masses, i.e., fermion bilinear condensa
may be assumed to beCP conserving. And, the fermions
hard masses are generated by the joint action of dynam
and explicit chiral symmetry breaking, all induced by gau
interactionsalone. It was hoped that this combination nat
rally would produce a theory for whichūq5uQCD
1arg det(Mq)50 without an axion. This is naive, especial
if at least some of the observedCP violation is to emerge
from diagonalizing the quark mass matrixMq .

In fact, the way to determine the true status ofCP sym-
metry in a superficiallyCP-invariant theory was prescribe
long ago by Dashen@5#. He studied the question of determin
ing the correct perturbative ground stateuV& upon which to
begin an expansion about the chiral limit. This process
known as vacuum alignment. When the chiral symmetry
quarks is spontaneously broken, there are infinitely m
degenerate vacua, parametrized by transformations co
sponding to massless Goldstone bosons. Dashen sho
that, if this chiral symmetry is also explicitly broken byHq8

5q̄LMqqR1H.c., the degeneracy is lifted and the correc
aligned zeroth-order ground stateuV& is the one in which the
expected value ofHq8 is least. In practice, it is easier to fi

*Email address: lane@buphyc.bu.edu
†Email address: rador@budoe.bu.edu
‡Email address: eichten@fnal.gov
1We assume that the quark chiral symmetrySU(2n)L

^ SU(2n)R is spontaneously broken to anSU(2n) subgroup, in

which case the quark condensates^q̄aLqbR& are proportional to an

SU(2n) matrix. In the standard vacuum,^Vuq̄aLqbRuV&}dab .
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uV& as a ‘‘standard vacuum’’ with simple condensates1 and
chirally rotate Hq8 to find the minimum vacuum energy
Dashen showed that, even if the originalHq8 is CP conserv-
ing, i.e., if Mq is real, the Hamiltonian aligned withuV& may
be CP violating. This is spontaneousCP violation. For real
Mq , it occurs if ūq5p. The aligned Hamiltonian has th
CP-violating terminqq̄g5q, wherenq is of order the small-
est eigenvalue ofMq @6#.

Dashen’s study was made in the context of QCD, bu
applies to a theory in which QCD is united with technicol
to generate quark masses by extended technicolor@7#. In
such a theory, the chiral symmetries of technifermions
spontaneously broken atLTC;1 TeV, giving rise to mass-
less technipions,pT . All but the threepT

6,0 that become the
longitudinal components of theW6 andZ0 bosons must ge
large masses, at least 50–70 GeV for the charged o
Quark chiral symmetries are spontaneously broken at
much lower scaleLQCD;1 GeV.2 All these symmetries, ex-
cept electroweakSU(2)^ U(1), areexplicitly broken by ex-
tended technicolor~ETC! boson exchange interactions. The
are well approximated at 1 TeV by four-fermion interaction
T̄TT̄T and q̄TT̄q, suppressed by the square ofMETC
*100 TeV.3

It is natural to assume that ETC breaking is such t
these four-fermion interactions have real coefficients and
are superficiallyCP conserving. Vacuum alignment then ha
three possible outcomes:~1! the correct chiral–breaking per
turbation,H8, is still CP conserving and, in particular, th
Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa~CKM! matrix is real;~2!H8
is CP violating, butunqu;mu is 109 times too large;~3! H8
is CP violating, butunqu50 or at most is of order the ratio o
condensateŝ q̄q&/^T̄T&&1029. This last alternative, of
course, is the desired one. Unfortunately, no physical crite
were found to lead to models of type 3.

2Complications due to the top quark will be discussed below.
3To a lesser extent, the electroweak interactions also contribu

explicit symmetry breaking; see Ref.@7#. They are ignored in Eq.
~2! below.
©2000 The American Physical Society05-1
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The matter rested there until the dynamical attem
known as top-color-assisted technicolor~TC2! were made to
deal with the large mass of the top quark@8,9#. It has always
been difficult for the dynamical approach, especially e
tended technicolor, to account for the top quark’s mass.
ther the ETC scale generating the top mass must be ne
TeV, leading to conflict with experimental measurements
ther parameter@10# and theZ→b̄b decay rate@11#, or, if it
is made much higher, the couplinggETC must be unnaturally
fine-tuned. Hill circumvented these difficulties by invokin
another strong interaction near 1 TeV, topcolor, to genera
large t̄ t condensate and top mass. In TC2, ordinary tech
color remains responsible for the bulk of electroweak sy
metry breaking.

An important consequence of this scenario—and this
where vacuum alignment comes back in—is that top cond
sation implies a triplet of massless Goldstone ‘‘top pions
p t

6,0 . These must acquire massMp t
*mt5175 GeV; other-

wise t→bp t
1 becomes a major decay mode. Extended te

nicolor interactions provide this mass by contributing 5–
GeV tomt @8#. At the same time, this ETC contribution mu
not induce appreciable mixing of top pions with ordina
technipions@12#. Some technipions may be as light as 1
GeV @13#, so that large mixing would lead to substantial, a
also unobserved,t→bpT

1 .
Balaji studied top-pion mass and mixing in a speci

model, and he obtained encouraging results@14#. However,
his conclusions are preliminary because he was unabl
execute vacuum alignment properly. This is understanda
because vacuum alignment in TC2 models is very com
cated. Now it involves at least two gauge interactions stro
near 1 TeV—technicolor and top color—with some tech
fermions transforming under both. And, many techniferm
ons are needed to accommodate various experimental
straints, making the chiral flavor group quite large; see R
@9# for details. One of these experimental constraints is t
no physical technipion be massless or very light. The cr
rion used in Refs.@9,14# for deciding this was that no spon
taneously broken chiral charge~other than the electrowea
charges! can commute with the ETC-generatedT̄TT̄T inter-
actions. We shall see in Sec. II that this criterion, whi
works in QCD, isinsufficientto guarantee that all technip
ons are massive.

The problem of vacuum alignment in technicolor theor
is too complex for analytical treatment. Numerical metho
are needed. We start the numerical analysis in this pape
considering the technifermion sector of a simple ETC mod
one in which there areN doublets of a single type of techn
fermion that transforms according to the complex fundam
tal representation of the technicolor gauge groupSU(NTC).

The rest of this paper proceeds as follows: In Sec. II
define our simplified ETC model and present the formali
in first-order chiral perturbation theory for vacuum alignme
and calculating technipion masses. There we illustrate
unexpected~to us, anyway! fact that chiral symmetries ar
not always manifest in the chiral-breaking perturbationH8.
We present in Sec. III the main results of vacuum alignm
in the technifermion sector. We have found a quite surpris
01500
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result: the phases in the technifermions’ unitary vacuu
alignment matrixW0 may be integer multiples ofp/N8
whereN8<N. If they are allowed by unitarity, these ‘‘ratio
nal phases’’ occur because the terms inH8 make it energeti-
cally favorable for certain phases to be equal or to differ
p and becauseW0 is unimodular. If unitarity frustrates this
alignment of phases inW0, they are irrational. We shall se
that the rational phases appear as islands in an irrational
the boundaries of which are defined by critical values of
parameters inH8. Furthermore, a technipion becomes ma
less, a Goldstone boson to first order, at the island sh
where the ETC parameters become critical. This has the
portant phenomenological consequence that an exception
light technipion often accompanies the rational phases
cause generically chosen parameters are not far from
critical ones. Thus, some technipions may be even ligh
than we expected@13#, a fact which may be welcome an
which, in any case, can be used to help choose among m
els. We conclude in Sec. IV with a brief look ahead
vacuum alignment andCP violation in the quark sector.

II. THE EXTENDED TECHNICOLOR MODEL

To simplify our numerical studies, we consider models
which a single kind of technifermion interacts with quar
~but no leptons! via ETC interactions. There areN technifer-
mion doublets (UiL ,R ,DiL ,R), i 51,2, . . . ,N, all transforming
according to the fundamental representation of the tec
color gauge groupSU(NTC). There aren generations of
SU(3)C triplet quarks (uaL,R ,daL,R), a51,2, . . . ,n. The left-
handed fermions are electroweakSU(2) doublets and the
right-handed ones are singlets. Here and below, we exh
only flavor, not technicolor nor color, indices. Although it
not essential for our studies, we shall assume that the t
nicolor gauge coupling runs slowly, or ‘‘walks’’ from the TC
to the ETC scale@15#. No provision to give a realistic top
quark mass, such as top-color-assisted technicolor@8#, will
be made in this paper.

The technifermions are ordinary color singlets,
the chiral flavor group of our model isGf5@SU(2N)L
^ SU(2N)R# ^ @SU(2n)L ^ SU(2n)R#. We have excluded
anomalousUA(1)’s strongly broken by TC and color instan
ton effects. When the TC and QCD couplings reach th
required critical values, these symmetries are spontaneo
broken to Sf5SU(2N) ^ SU(2n). We shall take this re-
sidual symmetry to be the diagonal vectorial one by adopt
as our standard vacuum the stateuV& in which the nonzero
fermion bilinear condensates are diagonal:

^VuŪ iLU jRuV&5^VuD̄ iLD jRuV&52d i j DT ,

^VuūaLubRuV&5^Vud̄aLdbRuV&52dabDq. ~1!

The condensatesDT.NTCLTC
3 andDq.NCLQCD

3 when they
are renormalized at their respective strong interaction sca
Of course,NC53.

All of the Gf symmetries except for the gauged ele
troweak SU(2)^ U(1) must beexplicitly broken by ex-
tended technicolor interactions@2,3#. In the absence of a con
5-2
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crete ETC model, we write the interactions broken at
scale METC /gETC5O(100 TeV) in the phenomenologica
four-fermion form4

H8[HTT8 1HTq8 1Hqq8

5L i jkl
TT T̄iLgmTjLT̄kRgmTlR1L iab j

Tq T̄iLgmqaLq̄bRgmTjR

1H.c.1Labcd
qq q̄aLgmqbLq̄cRgmqdR , ~2!

whereTiL ,R and qaL,R stand for all 2N technifermions and
2n quarks, respectively. Here,METC is a typical ETC gauge
boson mass and theL coefficients aregETC

2 /METC
2 times

mixing factors for these bosons and group theoretical fact
Typically, theL ’s are positive, though some may be neg
tive. In our calculations, we choose theL ’s to avoid un-
wanted Goldstone bosons. Hermiticity ofH8 requires

~L i jkl
TT !* 5L j i lk

TT , ~L iab j
Tq !* 5Lai jb

Tq , ~Labcd
qq !* 5Lbadc

qq .
~3!

The assumption of time-reversal invariance for this the
before any potential breaking via vacuum alignment me
that the anglesuTC5uQCD50 ~at tree level! and that all the
L ’s are real. Thus, e.g.,L i jkl

TT 5L j i lk
TT .

All the four-fermion operators inH8 are renormalized a
the ETC scale. Throughout this work, we shall assume
the ETC gauge symmetries commute with electrowe
SU(2), but notwith weak hyperchargeU(1) ~indeed, they
must not; see Ref.@2#!. The ETC interactions then take th
form, e.g.,

HTT8 5~Ū iLgmU jL1D̄ iLgmD jL !

3~L i jkl
U ŪkRgmUlR1L i jkl

D D̄kRgmDlR!. ~4!

Having chosen a standard chiral-perturbative grou
state, uV&, vacuum alignment proceeds by minimizing th
expectation value of the rotated Hamiltonian. This is o
tained by making theGf transformationTL,R→WL,RTL,R
and qL,R→VL,RqL,R , where WL,RPSU(2N)L,R and VL,R
PSU(2n)L,R :

H8~W,V!5HTT8 ~WL ,WR!1HTq8 ~W,V!1Hqq8 ~VL ,VR!

5L i jkl
TT T̄i 8LWLi 8 i

† gmWL j j 8Tj 8LT̄k8RWRk8k
† gm

3WRll8Tl 8L1•••. ~5!

Since T and q transform according to complex represen
tions of their respective color groups, the four-fermion co
densates in theSf-invariant uV& have the form

^VuT̄iLgmTjLT̄kRgmTlRuV&52DTTd i l d jk ,

^VuT̄iLgmqaLq̄bRgmTjRuV&52DTqd i j dab , ~6!

4In Eq. ~2!, we have not made any assumption about the struc
of ETC interactionsvis-à-vis the electroweak ones.
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^Vuq̄aLgmqbLq̄cRgmqdRuV&52Dqqdaddbc .

The condensates are positive, renormalized atMETC and, in
the large-NTC and NC limits, they are given byDTT
.„DT(METC)…2, DTq.DT(METC)Dq(METC), and Dqq
.„Dq(METC)…2. In walking technicolor, DT(METC)
.(METC /LTC)DT(LTC)5102–1033DT(LTC). In QCD,
however, Dq(METC).„log(METC/LQCD)…gmDq(LETC)
.Dq(LQCD), where gm.2aC /p for SU(3)C @16#. Thus,
the ratio

r 5
DTq~METC!

DTT~METC!
.

Dqq~METC!

DTq~METC!
~7!

is at most 10210. This is 10–100 times smaller than in
technicolor theory in which the coupling does not walk.

With these condensates, the vacuum energy is a func
only of W5WLWR

† and V5VLVR
† , elements of the cose

spaceGf /Sf :

E~W,V!5ETT~W!1ETq~W,V!1Eqq~V!

52L i jkl
TT WjkWli

†DTT2~L iab j
Tq VabWji

† 1c.c.!DTq

2Labcd
qq VbcVda

† Dqq . ~8!

Note that time-reversal invariance of the unrotated Ham
tonianH8 implies thatE(W,V)5E(W* ,V* ). Hence, spon-
taneousCP violation occurs if the solutionsW0 , V0 to the
minimization problem are complex.

Following Ref.@7#, we define technifermion current mas
matrices renormalized at the ETC scale as follows:5

MTi jDT~METC!52S Wik
† ]E

]Wjk
† D

W0 ,V0

5W0ik
† ~Lklm j

TT W0lmDTT1Lkab j
Tq V0abDTq!

5W0ik
† Lklm j

TT W0lmDTT„11O~r !…. ~9!

For quarks,

MqabDq~METC!52S Vac
† ]E

]Vbc
† D

W0 ,V0

5V0ac
† ~Lci jb

Tq W0i j DTq1Lcdeb
qq V0deDqq!

5V0ac
† Lci jb

Tq W0i j DTq„11O~r !…. ~10!

Nuyts’ theorem generalized to technicolor@6,7# states that,
as a consequence of extremizing the energy, the imagin
parts of these matrices are proportional to the identity:

~MT2MT
†!DT~METC!5 inT12N ,

re

5These definitions differ from those in Ref.@7# by a common
vectorial transformation on the left and right-handed fields. T
affects none of our discussion.
5-3
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~Mq2Mq
†!Dq~METC!5 inq12n . ~11!

The parametersnT and nq are Lagrange multipliers assoc
ated with the unimodularity constraints onW0 and V0, re-
spectively. These equations imply thatMT andMq are each
diagonalized by a~different! single special unitary transfor
mations. Taking the trace of both sides of Eqs.~11! and
using Eqs.~9!,~10! gives

2iNnT[Tr~MT2MT
†!DT~METC!

52Tr~Mq2Mq
†!Dq~METC!

[22innq

52iLkab j
Tq Im~W0k j* V0ab!DTq . ~12!

This relation betweennT andnq requires thatSU(NTC) and
SU(3)C are embedded in a simple ETC group, so thatuTC
5uQCD .

StrongCP violation occurs ifnT,qÞ0. The angleūq char-
acterizing this for quarks’ is defined by~for uQCD50)6

ūq5arg det~Mq!Dq5arg det~Mq!Dq , ~13!

where, up toLqq terms of relative orderr,

MqabDq[~V0Mq!abDq5Lai jb
Tq W0i j DTq ~14!

is the primordial quark mass matrix, i.e., the onebefore
vacuum alignment in the quark sector. We see that str
CP violation arises from a conflict between mass terms a
a chiral symmetry constraint on the alignment matrix. This
what Dashen and Nuyts showed for quarks in QCD and w
we found in Ref.@7# for extended technicolor. In a world
with just one type of fermion, sayTiL ,R , with explicit flavor
symmetry breaking due to gauge interactionsalone, MT

5MT
† and there is no strongCP violation even if the align-

ing matrix W0 is complex andCP symmetry is spontane
ously broken.

Suppose we foundūq50 up to theLqq terms of orderr.
Are there larger contributions toūq? The first to worry about
are two-loop ETC contributions toMq . There are two types
of these: those with one technifermion dynamical mass
sertion and those with three. The first are proportional t
single power ofW0 and, because theLTT’s are real, it is
plausible that they will not changeūq . This must be checked
in specific models. The three-insertion graphs involve t
W0’s and oneW0

† convoluted withLTT’s and these are mor

likely to contribute toūq . Apart from anygETC
2 /16p2 sup-

pression these graphs may have, they are of relative o
DT

2(METC)/METC
6 &(LTC /METC)4&10210 in a walking

technicolor theory. We tentatively conclude that theūq de-

6See, e.g., Ref.@18# for the relation betweenuq andnq for the case
of three light quarks.
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fined in Eq.~13! is a reliable measure of strongCP violation
in extended technicolor models. We need only knowW0 and
the LTq to determine it.

Our strategy for vacuum alignment, which we carry o
numerically, is the following: Becauser is small, we first
minimizeETT to determineW0. If we wish to determineW0L
and W0R separately, we make vectorial transformations
TL,R that diagonalizeMTi j . Physical results such as tech
nipion and quark masses are unchanged even if we use
example,W0L5W0. The results of technifermion alignmen
are presented in the next section.

OnceW0 is determined, it is inserted as a set of para
eters intoETq and this is minimized as a function ofV. If
there are several degenerate solutionsW0 minimizing ETT ,
one should choose the one giving the deepest minim
ETq(W0 ,V0). WhenV0 is known, the matricesV0L , V0R are
determined by diagonalizing the matrixMq in Eq. ~10!. The
quark CKM matrix is then obtained fromV0L .

Finally, holding V0 fixed, one can refineW0 by remini-
mizing ETT1ETq as a function ofW. This will induce cor-
rections ofO(r ) in W0 andūq . There is no point in refining
V0 by minimizing the full energy includingEqq . However,
note that the rotatedHqq8 (V0) may contain sources of quar
CP violation not contained in the CKM matrix@7#. These
studies ofCP violation in the quark sector will be presente
in our next paper.

We are concerned in this paper with vacuum alignmen
the technifermion sector, and we turn to this now. We w
allow only models in which alignment conserves elect
charge, i.e., does not induceŪ iD j condensates. Then, th
matrix minimizingETT(W) must be block diagonal,

W05S W0
U 0

0 W0
DD , ~15!

where W0
U , W0

D are U(N) matrices satisfying
det(W0

U)det(W0
D)51. The phase indeterminacy of the ind

vidual U(N) matrices corresponds to the electroweakT3
symmetry. Thus, for admissible models, we can minim
ETT in the subspace of block-diagonal matrices. Using E
~4!, the vacuum energy takes the form

ETT~WU,WD!52~L i jkl
U Wjk

U Wli
U†1L i jkl

D Wjk
D Wli

D†!DTT

[EU~WU!1ED~WD!. ~16!

Since this expression is bilinear inWU,DWU,D†, without loss
of generality we can determineW0 by separately minimizing
EU and ED in the space ofSU(N) matrices. We do this in
the next section, taking care to ensure that no Goldst
bosons remain massless other than the three associated
electroweakSU(2) symmetry. This means thatL i jkl

U,D must
be chosen so that there are no masslessSU(N) ^ SU(N)
Goldstone boson in eitherU or D sector.

We close this section with some remarks on calculat
the pseudoGoldstone boson~technipion! mass spectrum in
these technicolor models. In the standard chiral-perturba
5-4
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ground state,uV&, the spontaneously broken symmetries a
formally generated by theGf /Sf charges

Q5
A5

1

2E d3x~TR
†lATR2TL

†lATL!, ~17!

Here, lA are the 4N221 Gell-Mann matrices ofSU(2N).
To first order in the chiral perturbationHTT8 , technipion
masses are given by Dashen’s formula@5#,

FT
2MpAB

2 5 i 2^Vu†Q5
A ,@Q5

B ,HTT8 ~W0L ,W0R!#‡uV&,
~18!

where FT5246 GeV/AN is the technipion decay consta
andHTT8 is given in Eq.~5!. As noted above, we can dete
mine W0L and W0R by diagonalizing the technifermion
current-mass matrix,MT . However, sinceMpAB

2 is invariant
under vectorial transformations of the technifermion fields
is simpler to compute it usingW0L5W0 and W0R51. The
result is

FT
2MpAB

2 5
1

2
L i jkl @~$lA ,lB%W0

†! l i W0 jk

1~W0$lA ,lB%! jkW0l i
† 22~lAW0

†! l i ~W0lB! jk

22~lBW0
†! l i ~W0lA! jk#DTT . ~19!

Note that, because the vector charges annihilate the stan
vacuum, the axial charges in Eq.~19! may be replaced by
left-handed or right-handed charges or by any linear com
nation that is not purely a vector charge.

In using Eq.~19! in these models, we have seen examp
in which a technipion’s mass vanishes without there bein
corresponding conserved chiral charge, i.e., a linear com
nation of theQR

A andQL
A which commutes withHTT8 (W0). A

two-technidoublet,SU(4)^ SU(4) example is provided by
the following set ofL ’s ~whose scale is arbitrary!:

L1111
U 5L1111

D 5L2222
U 5L2222

D 51,

L1112
U 5L1121

U 5L1112
D 5L2221

D 5
1

2
,

L1211
U 5L2111

U 5
1

2
. ~20!

In addition to the three electroweak Goldstone bosons c
pling to

1

2E d3x(
i 51

2

~Ui
† ,Di !g5taS Ui

Di
D ,

there is a fourth one associated with theW0 rotation of the
axial charge

1

2E d3x~D1
†g5D12D2

†g5D2!.
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However, the divergence of its current is manifestly of fi
order inHTT8 (W).

This extra massless technipion is at first surprising wh
one recalls that Dashen proved that a zero eigenvalue o
Goldstone boson mass–squared matrix implies that the
responding current is conserved@5#. Furthermore, in QCD
we have become used to a conserved current being as
ated with a massless Goldstone boson. There, the symm
that leaves the boson massless is manifest in the mass m
Mq of Hq85q̄LMqqR1H.c.. The resolution of this puzzle i
that Dashen’s proof applies to the matrix elements of dou
commutators in theexact ground state,uvac&, of the full
HamiltonianH5*„H01H8(W)…. The matrix in Eq.~19! is
calculated in the perturbative ground state,uV&, which is the
limit of uvac& as H8(W)→0. Consequently, all that can b
proved for a ‘‘massless’’ Goldstone boson at the perturba
level at which we work is thatall matrix elements of the
divergence of the corresponding current must be ofsecond
order inH8. We emphasize that, although the masslessn
of this technipion may be an approximation, it is importa
phenomenologically. Corrections to its mass are likely to
so small that it is already ruled out experimentally.

III. RESULTS FROM THE TECHNIFERMION SECTOR

The vacuum energy in theU andD-technifermion sectors
has the form

E~W!52 (
i jkl 51

N

L i jkl WjkWli
†DTT

[2 (
i jkl 51

N

L i jkl uWjkuuWil uexp@ i ~f jk2f i l !#DTT ,

~21!

where W5WU or WDPSU(N), L i jkl 5L i jkl* 5L j i lk , and
f jk5arg(Wjk). We remind the reader that we always choo
the L i jkl so that there is noSU(N) ^ SU(N) Goldstone bo-
son in eitherU or D sector. Note that, ifW0 minimizes
E(W), then so do the matricesZN

2mW05exp(2imp/N)W0,
m51,2, . . . ,N, and their complex conjugates. This dege
eracy may be lifted by the quark-technifermion interacti
HTq8 .

It is especially convenient to parametrizeW in the form

W5DLKDR . ~22!

Here,DL,R are diagonal unimodular matrices, each depe
ing on N21 phases:

DL,R5diag@exp~ ixL,R1!,exp~ ixL,R2!, . . . ,

3exp„2 i ~xL,R11•••1xL,RN21!…#, ~23!

andK is an (N21)2-parameter CKM matrix which we write
in the standard Harari–Leurer form@17#. This matrix de-
pends on1

2 N(N21) anglesu i j , 1< i , j <N, and 1
2 (N21)

3(N22) phasesd i j , 1< i , j 21<N21.
5-5
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We have discovered several remarkable properties of
matricesW0 which minimizeE(W). They have to do with
the fact that the coefficientL i jkl tends to align the phasesf jk

andf i l : if L i jkl .0, its contribution toE(W) is minimized
if the phases can be equal; ifL i jkl ,0, the phases want to
differ by p. Of course, because not all theN2 phasesf jk are
independent, unitarity can frustrate phase alignment. If
nonzeroL i jkl link all the f jk together, then all of them will
be equal, modp, if that can be consistent with unitarity.
Unimodularity then requires allf jk52mp/N, mod p, with
m51,2, . . . ,N. We call this ‘‘complete phase alignment
and we say that the phases are ‘‘rational.’’

Rational phases may also occur when the nonzeroL i jkl

link some, but not all, of the phases. If it is allowed b
unitarity, we have found that the phases are multiples
p/N8 ~modulo theZN phase 2mp/N) for one or more values
of N8 between 1 andN. This case of partial phase alignme
is very rich, with many possibilities and, sometimes, deg
erate minima whoseW0’s are not unitarily equivalent no
related by conjugation or aZN factor. Its implications for
quarkCP violation will be studied in our next paper.

A necessary condition for rational phases is that the CK
matrix K is real. The reason for this is seen by looking a
typical complex term inK for the 333 case, e.g.,s12s23
2c12c23s13exp(id13), where s125sinu12, etc. The mixing
anglesu i j are determined by theL ’s that are dominant in
minimizing the energy and by unitarity. Then, the over
phase of this term will be a random irrational number unl
d1350 or p or one of theu i j 50. If K is complex, it contains
more random phases than can be made rational by choic
phases inDL and DR , and so thef jk will be randomly
irrational. Note that the caseN52 is special becauseK is
always real. In that case, all phases inW0 are 0 orp/2, mod
p.

Suppose that completely or partially-aligned ration
phases occur for some set ofL ’s. Then we find that the
nonzeroL ’s may be varied over an appreciable range w
no change whatever in the phases. Ultimately, a large eno
excursion in theL ’s will make it impossible to maintain
unitarity with aligned phases and, at certain critical values
theL ’s, they change continuously from rational to irration
@or, in theSU(2) case, discontinuously from one rational s
to another#. A rational-to-irrational phase transition may als
occur if vanishingL ’s are made nonzero. By further varyin
theL ’s, another, possibly inequivalent, set of rational pha
may characterize the matrixW0. Thus, the minima ofE(W)
as one varies theL ’s are islands of rational aligned phases
a sea of irrational ones.

A Goldstone boson appears whenever a transition oc
between different types of phases. As the criticalL ’s are
approached, one of theMp

2 decreases to zero and then i
creases again once the boundary is passed. What is hap
ing is this: As the transition is approached, the ground sta
for a set of rational phases are becoming less stable a
technipion’sMp

2 is diving through zero to negative value
At the same time, the ground states for a nearby set of i
tional phases are becoming more stable and the corresp
ing Mp

2 is increasing from negative to positive values. T
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two types of phases coexist at the rational island shore,
ing rise to infinitely many degenerate minima that are ch
acterized by an indeterminacy in the phases ofDL,R andK.
Hence,Mp

2 50 ~to first order! there. This is another situatio
in which the massless state’s chiral charge does not comm
with HTT8 .

This phenomenon may be important. The appearanc
an exceptionally light technipion is not uncommon becau
typical rational-phaseL parameters often are not far from
critical ones. In Ref.@13# we observed that, because the nu
ber of technidoublets in typical TC2 models is large,N
;10, the technihadron scale is low and technipion mas
may be as light as 100 GeV. Now we see that some techn
ons may be even lighter than nominally expected from
L ’s. In a specific model, this may be a major prediction o
may be a show-stopper.

Finally, another interesting property of the rationa
phase minima is that the coefficients L̃ i jkl

5( i 8 j 8L i 8 j 8klW0i i 8
† W0 j 8 j in the rotated Hamiltonian

HTT8 ~W0!5L̃ i jkl T̄Lig
mTL j T̄RkgmTRl , ~24!

also have rational phases. This follows directly from the f
that nonzeroL ’s align phases. If the phases are rational a
L i 8 j 8klÞ0, then the CKM matrixK is real andf j 8k2f i 8 l
5xL j 82xRk2xLi 81xRl50 ~mod p). The phase of an indi-
vidual term in the sum forL̃ i jkl is then f j 8 j2f i 8 i5xL j 8
2xR j2xLi 81xRi5xRk2xR j2xRl1xRi ~modp), a rational
phase which is the same for all terms in the sum overi 8, j 8.

One example of these phenomena is provided by
SU(3) model in which the nonzeroL ’s are

L11115L12215L21125L12125L212151.0,

L112251.5, L113351.4,

L13315L311351.6, L13135L313151.8,

L12225L21225L22125L222150.5021.1. ~25!

These want to alignf115f225f335f125f21 and f13
5f31. Phasesf23 and f32 are not linked by theL ’s. The
effect of varyingL1222 from 0.5 to 1.1 is illustrated in Fig. 1
The phases start out aligned and rational, indeed,W
5exp(2ip/3)31, and the vacuum energy~in units of DTT)
remains constant at26.20. At L1222.0.725, it becomes en
ergetically favorable forW to become nondiagonal. Th
phases are still aligned and rational, equal to 2p/3 ~mod
p/2), and a technipion mass becomes zero here. Now
energy decreases asL1222 is increased. AtL1222.1.015, a
second transition occurs in which rational phases are
longer possible, and a different technipion’s mass g
through zero. AtL1222.1.045, a transition occurs back t
rational phases, all equal top/3 ~mod p), and the same
technipion’s mass vanishes again. Throughout this varia
of L1222, the other six technipion squared masses rem
fairly constant with values between 5 and 15. Thus, in t
example, the two technipion masses shown in Fig. 1
always quite light.
5-6
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IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

We have numerically studied vacuum alignment in a cl
of theories in which electroweak and flavor symmetries
dynamically broken by gauge interactions alone. To ma
these initial studies tractable, we considered extended t
nicolor with N doublets of a single type of technifermion
TiL ,R , transforming according to a complex representation
SU(NTC) but asSU(3)C singlets. These were coupled b
ETC ton quark doublets,qaL,R . In the absence of an explic
model for ETC, we assumed its broken gauge interacti
could produce any desired four-fermion interaction of t
form H8 in Eq. ~2!. As usual, we assumed that ETC com
mutes with electroweak SU(2), but not SU(NTC)
^ SU(3)C^ U(1) @2#. We also assumed, quite naturally, th
ETC breaking preservesCP invariance so that theL param-
eters inH8 are real.

We focussed on the technifermion sector in this pap
This restriction determines the vacuum-aligning matrixW0
of technifermions up to tiny, but potentially important co
rections of order̂ q̄q&ETC /^T̄T&ETC;10210. The problem is
then simplified both numerically and analytically to minimi
ing the vacuum energyETT(W) in the subspace of up an

FIG. 1. Phase alignment in a model withN53 as a function
L1222; other L parameters are fixed in Eq.~25!. ~a! The vacuum
energy,E(W) ~arbitrary units!; ~b! the squared mass of two of th
technipions;~c!, ~d! the magnitudes and phases ofW11, W13 and
W23.
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down-block diagonalW matrices which conserve electri
charge. We need then only study the alignment problem
single charge sector. To ensure that no technipions rem
massless other than the three associated with electrow
symmetry, the ETC parametersL i jkl

U,D in HTT8 must be chosen
so that there are noSU(N) ^ SU(N) Goldstone boson in
eitherU or D sector.

We found several interesting features of vacuum alig
ment.

~1! A technipion mass may vanish to first order in th
symmetry breaking perturbation even if its chiral char
does not commute withHTT8 (W0). This differs from what
happens in QCD andS-model-like effective Lagrangians
where the symmetries of the perturbation are manifest.
reason for this difference is the four-fermion nature ofHTT8
and the symmetries of the zeroth-order ground stateuV&.

~2! The real parameterL i jkl
U,D links theWU,D phasesf jk

U,D

andf i l
U,D . If allowed by unitarity ofW, these phases are the

equal or differ byp. If there is complete phase alignment, a
phases are equal to integer multiples of 2p/N, mod p. If
only partially aligned, the phases are integer multiples
p/N8 for one or moreN8<N. If phase alignment is incon
sistent with unitarity, the phases are irrational multiples ofp.

~3! Rational phase sets are natural in the sense that
remain unchanged for a finite range ofL parameters. InL
space, the rational phase solutions to vacuum alignment f
discrete islands in a sea of irrational phase solutions.

~4! A massless~to first order! Goldstone boson appear
when theL ’s take on critical values defining the bounda
between rational and irrational phases. Thus exception
light technipions are not at all uncommon and are a n
phenomenological consequence of vacuum alignment.

Vacuum alignment in the quark sector and the cen
issue of quarkCP violation will be addressed in a subse
quent paper. It is obvious from Eq.~12! that irrational phases
in the technifermion matrixW0 will induce strongCP vio-
lation for quarks:nqÞ0. It is therefore fortunate that rationa
phases occur naturally. They may permit a dynamical the
of quark flavor in which only weakCP violation occurs and
in which there is no axion.
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